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EDUCATING FOR CAREER SUCCESS
The Executive MBA programme at Athlone
Institute of Technology is characterised by applying 
the latest thinking in management and leadership to 
solve real-world business problems. Students will be 
challenged by faculty who have extensive experience of 
industry, and whose teaching connects  ground-breaking 
theory with the business stories making the news.

The culture of the AIT Executive MBA is one of 
teamwork; where students will work together with 
classmates to solve complex business problems. A 
residential weekend at the start of the programme 
provides the perfect opportunity for getting to know 
fellow classmates, while obtaining an overview of this 
challenging degree. With participants drawn from the 
private and public sectors, start-ups and multinationals, 
students will develop the analytical skills and acumen to 
appreciate business forces and decision making scenarios 
from a wealth of different perspectives.

On the AIT Executive MBA, you will encounter a variety 
of teaching and learning approaches. For example, 
you will spend a significant proportion of your time 
participating in case study exercises and working 
on assignments in small groups. This will provide an 
opportunity for understanding different viewpoints, as 
well as sharing experiences and ideas. Group work will 
also allow you to practice skills of analysis and, through 
discussion, to argue for and negotiate solutions to 
problems.
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Course Details

Course Fees:
€7,850 per annum

Course Commencement
The course usually commences on the first Friday in September 
away from the AIT campus with a residential weekend

Course Award:
Masters of Business

Course NFQ Level:
Level 9

Department:
Dept. of Accounting and Business Computing

Programme Delivery
The taught elements are delivered over two academic years 
on Friday afternoons and evenings (2-9pm) and occasional 
Saturdays (10am-5pm).

Minimum Entry Requirements:
Entry to the Executive MBA requires you to have at least five 
years’ work experience, with three years in a management-
related role. In addition, you should hold a recognised degree, 
or a postgraduate diploma in management; or a relevant 
professional qualification. All qualified applicants are required 
to attend an interview which would normally be held in early 
June.

A prestigious Master’s degree designed for 
middle managers, senior executives and 
consultants.

The programme will draw upon the knowledge 
and experience of students, encouraging them to 
examine their current practices in a robust and 
methodical manner.

Whilst there is a strong emphasis on academic 
content, much of the assessment has been designed 
to ensure that this is applied to a variety of 
organisational contexts.

Students will therefore be required to engage 
with real-life problems and dilemmas faced by 
organisations. The strong conceptual basis which 
this course provides will significantly enhance 
executive-level skills of organisational analysis and 
management.

Course Structure

Year 1: 
Strategic Management

Financial Statement Analysis

Business Research Methods

Applied Marketing Strategy

Supply Chain Management

Economics and the Business Environment

Year 2:
Strategic Human Resource Management

Innovation and Project Management

Organisational Development, Leadership and Change

Corporate Finance

Management Consulting Project

Dissertation

Assessment Information
Students are assessed in a number of ways that include: 
group and individual projects, assignments, peer review, 
reflective practice, exams and presentations.

Undertaking the Executive 
MBA at Athlone Institute of 
Technology has been literally 
life-changing for me. Having 
engaged in many other 
postgraduate educational 
training programmes in my 
quest for lifelong learning, 
the AIT MBA surpassed my 
expectations by providing 
me with a very holistic set of 
lateral and critical thinking 
skills.
Louise Andrews is currently responsible for the 
research, creative design and delivery of innovative 
pedagogies in entrepreneurship education to 
doctoral students with the Innovation Academy 
at Trinity College, Dublin.


